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It's do or die time if you're in the running for your fantasy playoffs. Next week begins the fantasy postseason, so this
week's suggestions have an eye toward the playoff schedules, as well. Even if you've clinched, you should set up your
bench with some good plays for next week!

As always, I'm sticking to players from BCS leagues as they will make up most of the player pools you are likely playing
with. Ownership percentages are as reported by CBS.

Quarterback
Landry Jones, Oklahoma (Baylor) - 67% owned, 35% started - The Bears defense is terrible (see, this isn't the NFL!) I
feel dirty making this call, but he's actually sitting on a lot more waiver wires than he should, including in the
Gatorsfirst.com league. Playing West Virginia in the first week of the fantasy playoffs should be fun, too.
Teddy Bridgewater, Louisville (@ Syracuse) - 9% owned, 5% started - He's really coming on strong, though expecting a
repeat of his 5 TDs last week would be kind of greedy.
If you're hardcore: Jordan Rodgers, Vanderbilt (@ Ole Miss) - 6% owned, 2% started - Rodgers has picked it up with the
injury situation at RB, and has averaged 22.5 points in his last two games. None of the next three matchups scare me
(Tennessee and @ Wake are the other two), so he's a spot start option for the playoffs in deep leagues.
Running Back
George Winn, Cincinnati (@ Temple) - 16% owned, 9% started - No idea why he isn't owned more. Has 290 yards
rushing in his last two games.
Damon Bullock, Iowa (Purdue) - 8% owned, 5% started - Weisman is supposedly still injured.
If you're hardcore: Shontrelle Johnson, Iowa State (@ Texas) - 2% owned, 1% started - There is no better way to finding
a rushing offense than playing against Texas. It's a bit of a timeshare with James White, but Johnson is the leading
rusher here.

Wide Receiver
Cordarrelle Patterson, Tennessee (Missouri) - 45% owned, 32% started - Has been fairly quiet for most of the season,
but seems to be really emerging here as the Vols rally through a typically soft November schedule. Love his playoff
matchups, as well.
Dan Buckner, Arizona (Colorado) - 13% owned, 7% started - Hard to go wrong starting someone against the Buffs.
Bryan Underwood, NC State (Wake Forest) - 26% owned, 18% started - Virginia was the only team to hold Underwood
out of the end zone last week. Look for him to get back to his usual scoring self this week.
If you're hardcore: Wesley Tate, Vanderbilt (@ Ole Miss) - 2% owned, 1% started - He's WR-eligible and getting the
backfield carries as Zac Stacy is likely still injured. The Ole Miss defense made Texas look competent on offense.
Tight End
Eric Ebron, North Carolina (Georgia Tech) - 32% owned, 21% started - He always seems to catch five or so balls, and
this is a tasty matchup. As are Virginia and Maryland in the fantasy playoffs.
If you're hardcore: Blake Jackson, Oklahoma State (West Virginia) - 17% owned, 14% started - So good of a play, it's not
really hardcore. But if you're really looking hardcore, just play TE roulette with whomever is available. TE is not deep this
season.
Defense / Special Teams
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Georgia (@ Auburn) - 59% owned, 43% started - Feels like cheating to make this call, but they should be 100% started.
Georgia Southern and Georgia Tech should be good fantasy matchups in the playoffs, too.
Rutgers (Army) - 34% owned, 23% started - Yes, that says Army. Don't worry about the gimmicky offense, as the Scarlet
Knights had two weeks to prepare for it. I smell a shutout.
If you're hardcore: Tennessee (MIssouri) - 8% owned, 3% started - James Franklin's injury appeared to alter his throwing
motion, causing him to sail passes high and contributing to his 4 picks a week ago. I like the Vols to pick up some
interceptions this week. But this is also a play for the fantasy playoffs, when they at Vanderbilt and home against
Kentucky.
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